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KOTAK BANK FILED FALSE CASE AGAINST SHYAMLA MANAGER LCC INSTEAD OF 

BRANCH MANAGER FOR ILLEGAL WITHDRAWAL 52 LAKHS RUPEES  
When Customer deposit a cheque issued by his/her client , The bank will credit the cheque amount to Customer  account. This doesn’t mean the money is immediately available for use though, so customer  won’t be able to 

withdraw it or transfer it to another account straight away.   

      
By : M.S.Yatnatti Editor and Video Journalist Bengaluru :Smt Shyamala Ex Mnager LCC Kotak Mahednra Bank reportedly has said that she would file defamation case against bank officials for filing illegal case 

on her as she was not party to the alleged transaction as this cheque was even not credited /debited using her user ID or password in LCC Bangalore .When Customer  deposit a cheque issued by his/her client , The 

bank will credit the cheque amount to Customer  account. This doesn’t mean the money is immediately available for use though, so customer  won’t be able to withdraw it or transfer it to another account straight 

away. If the paying bank dishonours the cheque, however, the amount credited to customer  account will be reversed. This is why it is important to customer or Branch Manager not to consider the funds until they 

have been cleared. The paying bank will dishonour the cheque if, for example, it is stolen or there is not enough money in its customer’s account to pay the cheque.  The cheque had come back "in the ordinary course 

of business" and that Branch Manager allowing to  withdrawing the money is his stand alone mistake and fraud and Branch Manager and both customer used clearing system knowledge to defraud the Bank.The 

cheques are cleared by RBI in cheques clearing center and accordingly it debits or credits the funds and the if the cheque is returned the RBI Debits the account of Bank and once RBI Does debit the amount the 

banks clearing center data entry operators Manger level  makes mark pending with respect to that cheque and all software’s are integrated with core banking software’s and are web based and once mark pending is 

done either MICR/CTS customer accounts will and shall automatically reflect everywhere be barred to credit any amount of cheque and the case being such Branch manager cannot presume the cheque is cleared 

and allow withdrawal of amount .It s reported and alleged that Kotak Mahendra Bank Limited had filed a false and fabricated case against Shymla Manger Level data entry operator for withdrawal of Rs 52 lakhs 

by customer at Basavangudi branch Bangalore despite she and her colleague had mark pended the cheque after debited the amount by RBI and question of having a clear balance amount in customer account does 

not arise and Reportedly and allegedly the branch Manager allowing withdrawal by customer without balance amount in the account is stand alone fraud mistake blunder committed  by branch manager in 

connivance with the customer .The Kotak Mahendra Bank Limited need to withdraw the case filed in CC 12380/2015 against Shymla Manger Level data entry operator and file the case against Prabhakara Manager 

at Basavangudi branch Bangalore for allowing Rs 52 lakhs allegedly withdrawal by customer without clear balance amount as cheque was presented to clearing house on 03-04-2016 and withdrwal was allowed on 

04-05-2106 which is illegal and  is stand alone fraud mistake blunder committed  by branch manager in connivance with the customer .It is reported that in CC 12380/2015  Shymla Manger Level data entry operator 

has filed discharge application under 239 of Criminal Procedure Code 1974 and she is filing written arguments with all documents to prove her innocence in the case .The staff working at banks clearing center are 

just data entry operators and not decision makers and the bank software’s are integrated and everything whatever  data is entered is visible to all bank officials who have access to the software’s  and this activity is 

outsourced by bank with third parties . As a policy, Bank would give credit to the customer account on the same day after day's clearing settlement takes place. Withdrawal of amount so credited would however be 

permitted as per the cheque return schedule of the clearing house. If a cheque/instrument for which immediate credit has been afforded is returned unpaid, Bank shall recover interest at clean overdraft rate for the 

period Bank remained out of funds and also cheque return charges Branch Mnager  is not authorized to allow withdrawal as per cheque collection policy of KMBL as per para 2.1as policy bank will give credit to 

customer account on the same day clearing settlement take place .Withdrawal of amounts so credited would be permitted as per cheque return schedule of the clearing house and according to 2.4 immediate credit 

can be given by bank  and in the event of dishonor of cheque against which immediate credit was provided interest shall be recoverable from the customer at the rate applicable for clean overdraft limits sanctioned 

for individual customers. In this case  allegedly Complainant Branch Manager without waiting up to 05-04-2013 the return of cheque  he has allowed withdrawal of huge amount  04-04-2013 illegally and 

intentionally .It is pertinent to note that on The same customer on 5-04-2013(wrong date mentioned)  has deposited two cheques bearing number 000529 for 1640000/- and 000628  for 1810000/- Complainant Branch 

Manager credited these cheques on 07-06-2013 and debited on the same day 07-06-2013 as per th account stamen of the customer then why he did not do that for 52 lacs two cheques itself proves that Complainant 

Branch Manager is the main culprit .Branch  Manager at Basavangudi branch Bangalore for allowing Rs 52 lakhs allegedly withdrawal by customer without clear balance amount or without waiting for return of 

cheque is stand alone fraud mistake blunder committed  by branch manager in connivance with the customer 

The clearing system: Cheques are paper items which are physically transferred between banks at the same time as the electronic data is processed. Although the paying bank receives some of the data electronically, 

the physical cheques themselves must also be transferred so that they can be examined by the paying bank for security and fraud prevention purposes. Day 1:When a cheque is paid into an account (at the collecting 

bank) it is sent to the bank's clearing centre at the end of the working day. Day 2:All cheques received are sorted at the clearing centre and the sort code, account number and serial number on the bottom of the 

cheque, together with the amount of the cheque, are sent electronically to the banks on which they are drawn (the paying bank) by 11am. The physical cheque is then sent to the bank on which it is drawn.  Day 3:The 

paying bank debits the payer's bank account with the amount of the cheque on the morning of day 3. At the same time, all banks calculate the amount they must pay each other on the basis of the value of all the 

cheques exchanged on the previous day. The net balances are then settled across accounts held at the RBI .This is the end of the central clearing cycle. However, if the paying bank was unable to pay the cheque, for 

instance if the cheque owner has insufficient funds in their account, placed a stop on the cheque, or filled it out incorrectly, it would return the cheque to the original collecting bank on day 3, or in certain specific 

circumstances, by 12 noon on day 4. Cheques are generally returned by first class post, so the earliest the collecting bank will know that the cheque will not be paid is day 4, or possibly day 5. When you deposit a 

check and it “clears,” that’s a good thing – but what does that really mean? Can a check bounce or be cancelled after it clears? Processing checks is a confusing process, and scammers take advantage of that 

confusion. The results can be a costly lesson in the risks of accepting checks.It’s essential to know that a check can bounce  after you deposit it – even if your bank allows you to withdraw cash from that deposit. The 

process of clearing checks involves moving money from the check writer’s account to your account. To do this, you deposit the  check, your bank asks the check writer’s bank for money, that bank takes money from 

the check writer’s account, and they send it over.Once this process is complete, it is generally (but not always) safe to spend the money. Did it Really Clear? Unfortunately, the term “clear” sometimes gets used 

prematurely. An item has really only cleared after your bank has received funds from the check writer’s bank. But bank employees might tell you that a check has cleared, and your bank’s computer systems might 

show that you have those funds available for withdrawal.Mixed terminology: in many cases, when somebody tells you an item cleared, they’re saying that you can use the money. You can spend that money with your 

debit card, you can withdraw cash at an ATM, or you can set up a payment through online bill pay.Most of the time, this informal terminology is fine – If the check doesn’t bounce, and you can spend freely.Funds 

available: most of the confusion around checks comes from bank policies and  laws that allow you to spend money before a check really clears. But that just means you can use the money – it doesn’t mean the check 

has cleared (or that the funds have arrived from the check writer’s bank).What if you Spend the Money?If you deposit a check, withdraw or spend the money, and the check bounces, you’ve got problems. The bank 

will reverse the deposit to your account. If you have money in the account, your account balance will drop – if not, you’ll have a negative account balance and you’ll start bouncing other payments and racking up 

fees.Ultimately, you are responsible for deposits you make to your account, and you’re the one at risk. You are protected from certain types of errors and fraud, but that protection does not cover bad checks that you 

deposit..There are a few ways to avoid getting ripped-off (or having to pay for somebody else’s honest mistake). First, the longer you wait to spend the money, the better your chances.Reportedly In India, the clearing 
system is local and confined to a defined jurisdiction covering all the banks and branches situated in the area under a particular zone. The clearing house is a voluntary association of banks under the management of a bank where 

the settlement accounts are maintained. Wherever Reserve Bank of India has its office (and a banking department), the clearing house is managed by it. In the absence of an office of the Reserve Bank, the clearing house is 

managed by the State Bank of India, its associate banks and in a few cases by public sector banks..Keeping in view the technological progress in payment and settlement systems and the qualitative changes in operational systems 
and processes that have been undertaken by a number of Banks, the Reserve Bank of India had, with effect from 1st November 2004, withdrawn its earlier instructions to commercial Banks on (i) Immediate Credit of 

local/outstation cheques, (ii) Time Frame for Collection of Local / Outstation Instruments and (iii) Interest Payment for Delayed Collection. The withdrawal of these mandatory guidelines was expected to enable market forces of 

competition to come into play to improve efficiencies in collection of cheques and other instruments. This collection policy of the Bank is a reflection of our on-going efforts to provide better service to our customers and set 
higher standards for performance. The policy is based on principles of transparency and fairness in the treatment of customers. The Bank is committed to increased use of technology to provide quick collection services to its 

customers. .In India there are about 1050 cheques clearing houses. These clearing houses clear and settle transactions relating to various types of paper based instruments like cheques, drafts, payment orders, interest / dividend 

warrants, etc. In 40 of these clearing houses, cheque processing centers (CPCs) using MICR (Magnetic Ink Character Recognition) technology have been set up. At 14 more clearing houses, MICR cheque processing systems are 
proposed to be set up. The Reserve Bank has issued the Uniform Regulations and Rules for Bankers’ Clearing Houses (URRBCH) which have been adopted by all the clearing houses. These regulations and rules relate to the 

criteria for membership / sub-membership, withdrawal / removal / suspension from membership and the procedures for conducting of clearing as well as settlement of claims between members. 
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Clearing Process: The clearing process begins with the deposit of a cheque/other clearing instruments referred above in a bank. The bank arranges the cheques submitted to it for clearing bank wise and presents it in 

the clearing house to other banks. When there are more than one bank branch for a bank in the clearing area, they would have a coordinating branch/ service branch to take care of presenting the cheques to the 

clearing house. Upon receipt of the cheques/other instruments, they are passed for payment if the funds are available and the banker is satisfied about the genuineness of the instrument. The cheques that are unpaid 

are returned to the presenting bank through another clearing called the Return Clearing. The realization of the funds occurs after the completion of return clearing and by the absence of an unpaid 

cheque.Settlement of Funds: The settlement of funds in clearing occurs at several levels. The aggregate amount or value of cheques presented by a bank on other banks represents the claim by that bank on other 

banks. Similar claims are made by all the banks on every other bank in the clearing. A net settlement is arrived at the clearing house and the debit or credit position of the bank is determined. These are booked in 

their current accounts maintained by the settling bank. This represents the inter- bank settlement. The settlement of funds between the service branch and the branch concerned represents the transfer of funds to 

the branch level. The payment process is completed only when the funds are debited from the drawer’s account and credited to the payee’s account. This occurs after the completion of the return clearing mentioned 

earlier. 

Electronic fund transfer system: There are various types of electronic clearing systems functioning in the retail payments area in the country. Some of them are ECS, NEFT etc.:Electronic Clearing Service (ECS) is a 

retail payment system that can be used to make bulk payments / receipts of a similar nature especially where each individual payment is of a repetitive nature and of relatively smaller amount. This facility is meant 

for companies and government departments to make/receive large volumes of payments rather than for funds transfers by individuals. The ECS facility is available in 47 centers across India operated by RBI at 

places where it manages the clearing houses and by SBI and its associates in other centers. The ECS is further divided into two types – ECS (Credit) to make bulk payments to individuals/vendors and ECS (Debit) to 

receive bulk utility payments from individuals. National Electronic Funds Transfer (NEFT) system is a nationwide funds transfer system to facilitate transfer of funds from any bank branch to any other bank 

branch. This is typically for individual / single payments. The system uses the concept of centralized accounting system and the bank’s account that is sending or receiving the funds transfer instructions, gets 

operated at one center, viz. Mumbai only. The individual branches participating in NEFT could be located anywhere across the country. The beneficiary gets the credit on the same Day or the next Day depending on 

the time of settlement. NEFT operates on a deferred net settlement (DNS) basis which settles transactions in batches. Presently it is settled in six batches the last one being 1600 hrs. on a weekday and 3 batches with 

the last one being 1200hrs on a Saturday. To participate in NEFT the participating banks branch needs to have IFSC code.Indian Financial System Code (IFSC) is an alpha numeric code designed to uniquely 

identify the bank-branches in India. This is 11 digit code with first 4 characters representing the banks code, the next character reserved as control character (Presently 0 appears in the fifth position) and remaining 

6 characters to identify the branch. The MICR code has 9 digits to identify the bank-branch.Large Value Payments: There are a few large value payment systems functioning in the country. These are the Inter-Bank 

Cheques Clearing Systems (the Inter-bank Clearing), the High Value Cheques Clearing System (the High Value Clearing), the Government Securities Clearing System (the G-Sec Clearing), the Foreign Exchange 

Clearing System (the Forex Clearing) and the Real Time Gross Settlement (RTGS) System. All these systems except the High Value Clearings are electronic based systems. These mostly relate to interbank / inter-

financial institutional transactions except the High Value Clearing where high value customer cheques are cleared.The Inter-bank Clearing functions in 7 places and the High Value Clearing in 15 places – both are 

managed by the Reserve Bank. 

The G-Sec Clearing and the Forex Clearing are managed by the Clearing Corporation of India Limited (CCIL). The RTGS System is operated by the Reserve Bank. All these are deemed to be Systemically 

Important Payment Systems (SIPS) and therefore the Reserve Bank has, in line with the international best practices in this regard, moved them (except High Value Clearings) to either secure and guaranteed systems 

or the RTGS System.Real Time Gross Settlement (RTGS) is a large value funds transfer system whereby financial intermediaries can settle interbank transfers for their own account as well as for their customers on 

a “real time” and on “gross” basis. The system effects final settlement of interbank funds transfers on a continuous, transaction- by-transaction basis throughout the processing day(RTGS business hours). The RTGS 

system is primarily for large value transactions. The minimum amount to be remitted through RTGS is Rs.1 lakh. There is no upper ceiling for RTGS transactions. On a typical day, RTGS handles about 14000 

transactions a day for an approximate value of Rs.1,50,000 crore.The remitting customer has to furnish the following information to a bank for effecting a RTGS/NEFT remittance:1. Amount to be remitted 2. His 

account number which is to be debited 3. Name of the beneficiary bank 4. Name of the beneficiary customer 5. Account number of the beneficiary customer 6. Sender to receiver information, if any 7. The IFSC code 

of the receiving branch While RTGS remittance would be credited to a beneficiary’s account by maximum time lag of two hours, NEFT transaction depending on the timing of the transfer will be transferred the 

same day or the next day and in both the cases when the transfer has not happened the money would be returned to payer’s account Systemically Important Payment Systems (SIPS) – The Committee on Payment 

and Settlement Systems (CPSS) of Bank for International Settlements (BIS) serves as a forum for central banks to monitor and analyze developments in domestic payment, clearing and settlement systems as well as 

in cross-border and multicurrency settlement schemes. This committee published core principles of Systemically Important Payment Systems (SIPS). The Bank would provide all assistance to the customer to obtain 

a duplicate instrument from the drawer of the cheque.. Bibliographic:References:http://www.rbi.org.in/scripts/AnnualReportPublications.aspx?Id=736 http://www.onlinesbi.com/osbi_rtgs_faq.htm    

http://www.rbi.org.in/scripts/FAQView.aspx?Id=65      http://en.wikipedia.org 

            

 

 
 

 

 

CONSULTANCY HELP LINE 

 

You may have problems with Government Departments PWD, BDA, BMRDA, KIADB, TOWN PLANNING DEPARTMENTS AND Development Authorities BBMP, Taluka office, D.C. Office, Corporation, 

K.S.R.T.C., Commercial Tax Offices, K.E.B., Pension problems, Acquisitions of Land Problems , Khata, Bifurcation, Tax Revision. Banks Problems etc, which may be have been pending for months, and 

years in Government files etc. 

Everybody is facing Problems, Problems? 

 

Kindly write to us, we analyze and convince ourselves and if appropriate then we will take your problems, to concerned authorities, ministries, i.e., through our news paper property politics and try to help 

you. We also provide consultancy and Liaison service on case to case bases as per agreed terms and fees. Write your problems with Xerox copies. 

 

M.S.Yatnatti , Editor and Video Journalist Consultant  Mobile: 9945116476  E-Mail: msyatnatti@yahoo.com    propertypolitics@gmail.com 
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